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Bonus!

After you complete the game, earn up to four additional entries into the grand
prize drawing! For each extra 180 points you earn, you get another entry into
the drawing for a Chromebook™!

NAME
CARD #

or Bonus Book Title #1 (180 pts.)

or Bonus Book Title #2 (180 pts.)

or Bonus Book Title #3 (180 pts.)

or Bonus Book Title #4 (180 pts.)

BEANSTACK USER ID

READING+ACTIVITIES Mix and match! Points are what count toward earning prizes. Read 60 minutes for 60 points or read an entire book for 180 points.

Want to do some activities? They’re worth 60 points each. Check off reading time or completed activities as you go, and tally up your points to launch your rocket.
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Write

Read a book about a person who looks or lives
differently than you. (60 pts.)

Write and mail or email a letter to someone you
know. (60 pts.)

Read a book in a format (graphic novel, book in verse,
audiobook, etc.) new to you. (60 pts.)

Make up your own alien language or cipher. (60 pts.)

Read a book about or set in space. (60 pts.)

Explore
Attend a library program that’s new to you or where
you will learn a new skill. Which program did you
attend, and what did you learn? Find programs at
ppld.org/programs. (60 pts.)

Create a comic strip/graphic story. (60 pts.)
Enter the Teen Writing Contest. Find rules and more at
ppld.org/teens. (60 pts.)

Impact
Do a random act of kindness for someone else. Visit
randomactsofkindness.org or come up with your
own idea! (60 pts.)

Visit a local, state, or national park/forest. (60 pts.)

Volunteer! Help a neighbor, help your parents, or
participate in a formal program at a place such as at
the zoo, hospital, or your faith community. (60 pts.)

Go stargazing! Identify at least one constellation.
Check out a book from the library to help you get
started, or find resources on the internet. (60 pts.)

Write letters to members of the military. Visit
operationgratitude.com for more information.
(60 pts.)

Visit a local museum or learning center. (60 pts.)

Find one of your state representatives and write a
letter to them about an issue you are passionate
about. Visit leg.colorado.gov/find-my-legislator.
(60 pts.)
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Read

Read a book your parent (or another adult you like)
loved as a teen. (60 pts.)

OR

Time Read (60 pts. each)

ACTIVITIES Complete an activity and check the box! Each activity is worth 60 points.

Attend a library program where you create
something. What did you create? Find programs at
ppld.org/programs. (60 pts.)
Spend at least an hour making something (this
could be anything: food, artwork, woodworking, a
science project, etc.). What did you make? How did
you feel after spending time creating? (60 pts.)
Create something online! Use block coding to
make a game, start a blog about something you are
passionate about, or make music! (60 pts.)
Build a rocket! Use library books or an online
resource to guide you (get a guardian’s permission if
you are going to launch it). (60 pts.)

Universe of Stories

Learn how to observe cloud cover, then add your
observations to those of other citizen scientists across
the world! Go to starnetlibraries.org for help getting
started. (60 pts.)
Learn how to use the stars to navigate. Check out
books on celestial navigation from the library or find
resources online. (60 pts.)
Attend a library program about space. Find one at
ppld.org/programs. (60 pts.)
Create/name your own constellation. Write a story
behind the constellation. (60 pts.)

